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trained as an accompanist at the Royal Northern College of Music in
Manchester from 1977, following a music degree at Birmingham . He first encountered Nimbus
Records in 1979, when he was invited to record for them, but quickly made the decision to join
the founders as a record producer. In the mid-1980s he became Nimbus’s Music Director,
joining the Board of Directors. He became a co-owner of the company in 1992.

(1835-1921)

Through the 1990s Adrian spanned both sides of Nimbus’s varied business interests;
maintaining the creative focus for Nimbus Records and coordinating the international
marketing activity of the company’s optical disc technology division ‘Nimbus Technology &
Engineering’.
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Op. 155 (1918)

5.20

Original work for military band, arranged for piano 4 hands by the composer
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Op. 96 (1894)

7.17

Original work for two pianos
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Op. 40 (1875)

7.48

Poème symphonique, arranged for two pianos by the composer

Op. 7 (1866)
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I Allegretto
II Allegro moderato e pomposo
III Andantino

4.11
4.46
5.30

Adrian has made several recordings for Nimbus
with other artists: Nimbus’s founder the bass
Shura Gehrman, in songs by Vaughan Williams
and Butterworth, tenor Dennis O’Neill in songs
by Liszt, pianists Nina Walker in Schubert and
Martin Jones at one and two pianos in works by
Halffter, Françaix, Reizenstein and RogerDucasse. In the 1980s he recorded Ravel’s
with legendary pianist Vlado
Perlemuter, which remains a treasured memory.
Most recently his partnership with soprano
Charlotte de Rothschild has produced two
volumes of songs by Schumann, a CD of Fauré
including the late cycles
and
, an album of songs by Roger Quilter, and
the first recording of songs by Charlotte’s 19th
century ancestor, and pupil of Chopin, Mathilde
de Rothschild.

Original work for organ, arranged for piano 4 hands by the composer
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has been one of Britain’s most highly
regarded solo pianists since first coming to
international attention in 1968 when he received the
Dame Myra Hess Award. The same year he made his
London debut at the Queen Elizabeth Hall and his
New York debut at Carnegie Hall, and ever since has
been in demand for recitals and concerto
performances on both sides of the Atlantic.
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Op. 106 (1898)

9.26

Original work for two pianos
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Op. 76 (1885)

6.02

For piano and string orchestra, arranged for two pianos by Adrian Farmer

He is a prolific recording artist and his many discs for
Nimbus Records include the complete solo piano
works of Szymanowski which was voted Best
Instrumental Recording of 1996 by the Spanish
magazine ‘CD Compact’. He has recorded several
Spanish piano masters and Volume 2 of this series
received the 2000 Classical Indie Award from the
Association for Independent Music in the USA. The
soundtrack of the film ‘Howards End’ features Martin
Jones performing Grainger’s
and
.

Op. 35 (1874)
Original work for two pianos

His performance repertoire, as well as encompassing most of the standard works for piano, also
includes unusual concertos such as the Busoni Concerto, which he performed with the BBC
Symphony Orchestra and Norman Del Mar. He has also championed the music of British
composers and has performed concertos by Britten, Benjamin, Mathias, McCabe and Lambert.
He gave the first performance of the revised version of Alun Hoddinott’s Third Concerto at the
1974 BBC Promenade Concerts, and recorded Hoddinott’s Second Concerto with Andrew
Davis and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra for Decca.
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Moderato - Tempo di Minuetto
Allegro
Poco meno mosso
Tempo del Tema
Molto Allegro
Moderato assai
Presto leggierissimo
Alla marcia funebre - Tempo del Tema - Adagio
Allegro
Presto - Andante - Presto

2.10
1.21
1.40
0.55
1.25
1.28
1.07
3.09
2.18
2.54

Total playing time 68.47

In the USA he has served as jury member on a number of international piano competitions, and
performed in New York, Washington, Florida, Tennessee, Louisiana, Texas, Utah, Wisconsin
and California. In Los Angeles he gave a recital as part of the 1994 UK/LA Celebration of British
Arts, which was broadcast live on KUSC Radio. He gave the world premiere of
by American composer, Wendy Carlos in New York. In 1996 he became the first major British
artist to give a solo recital in Ekaterinburg, Russia.
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The widely accepted opinion of Saint-Saëns is that, yes, he was an extremely good
composer, but… And even if the ‘but’ is not explicitly stated, it’s often implied, giving the
impression that in this beautifully crafted music there’s nevertheless something missing –
some inner core of passion, of what the Germans call ‘Schwung’. Is this true ? We may
find some kind of answer if we consider the composer’s relationships with his musical
contemporaries: what they thought of him, and what he thought of them.
Two of his earliest supporters were Rossini and Berlioz. Saint-Saëns liked to tell of the
Rossini salon evening which included a performance of the young man’s delightful
for flute, clarinet and piano, given, as always at that salon, anonymously. The
piece’s polish and wit left the assembled company quite certain it was yet another Rossini
masterpiece and they duly showered him with praise – to which he replied, ‘No, my
friends, it’s the work of this young man here.’
With Berlioz, Saint-Saëns enjoyed a long and affectionate friendship, nourished by mutual
admiration. The younger man was not only thunderstruck by the brilliance of Mephisto’s
three-chord signature in
, but saw through the sheer noise of
Berlioz’s
to its ‘poignant feeling’ and ‘incredible elevation of style’. As the years
went by, and Saint-Saëns came to realise what a bear-pit the Paris musical scene really
was, he began to sympathize with Berlioz’s often sourly negative comments on it, and at
the end of Berlioz’s life would play Bach to him on the piano to soothe his nerves. Just
before his own death in 1921 he was instrumental in preparing a score of
for
the work’s first ever complete performance that June at the Paris Opéra, and his last article
was on Berlioz.

piano pieces (and indeed his
of 1920) took care of any need for formal
correctness. On the personal front, he found liberty of action in the Arab world, spending
many winters in North Africa and dying in Algiers, and his 1894
seems to
testify to his enjoyment both of the sunshine and of a liberation from being the wellknown distinguished composer. He composed it in Las Palmas, where he pretended to
be a business man called Charles Sannois (though for how long this obfuscation worked
is unknown). The Arab elements are confined to a frequently sharpened fourth degree of
the scale (initially D-sharp in A major) and to some noisily competing rhythms in the
central section. In the
of 1898 he took his cue from the opening of the
and, like its Arab counterpart, the piece revels in the decorative
Beethoven
possibilities of the two-piano medium: if one hand looks after the tune, that leaves three
to do ornamental things, usually in the medium and upper registers. The heroic aspect is
found in the passages of fuller texture and in the emphatic nature of the final peroration.
Whatever reservations Saint-Saëns might have had about Paris and French civilization, he
was unequivocally against Germany in the First World War and his
of
1918 was dedicated to Admiral Ernest Fournier, the president of the Cercle Interallié,
which met in a Paris hotel where, the composer said, ‘you could hear English military
music of the first order.’ The opening phrases are straightforward enough, but one can
imagine that the military band for which the piece was originally written may have been
surprised by some of the later contrapuntal complexities. Perhaps the work mirrors the
mixed emotions of the composer, who wrote on the day of the Armistice: ‘Europe enters
on a grave illness whose outcome I cannot predict... amid all the ruins that surround us.’

As for Saint-Saëns’s view of Wagner, at the time it pleased practically nobody. He refused
to say that Wagner’s music was rubbish, or indeed that it was, of itself, dangerous. The
danger came from its supporters. In his 1899 volume
, in an article
entitled ‘L’illusion wagnérienne’, he confronted the belief that ‘Wagner is not only a
genius, he is a Messiah; until he arrived, Drama and Music were in their childhood and
paved the way for his appearance;… he has revealed the gospel of perfect Art to the
world.’; and he finished by saying, ‘Quite an entertaining anthology could be compiled
4
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Beethoven!), then more intertwining, this time of arpeggios (6). At this point the composer
realises we may need more serious matters to consider, and the relative C minor is
tailor-made for a funeral march, incorporating a reminder of the free introduction. Then
a fugue reasserts control (8) and finally we return to the theme, the music not only leaving
the area of three flats for the first time, but indulging in some utterly Beethovenian
tempo-teasing.
In that same year 1874 Saint-Saëns wrote the song ‘Danse macabre’ on a poem by Henri
Cazalis but, learning that singers in general were finding it too difficult, he duly reworked
it as an orchestral piece. The result caused widespread consternation: not merely the
deformed ‘Dies irae’ plainsong (borrowed from his friend Berlioz), but that horrible
screeching from solo violin? And a xylophone in the orchestra? Not to mention the
hypnotic repetitions (would
have been written without them?). Those who knew
the song were aware that in the churchyard the skeleton of the countess danced with that
of the cart-driver - this with memories of the Commune all too vivid. Could such populist
and, it had to be faced, memorable music count as ‘serious’? But thirty years later,
Debussy was to offer the opinion of the piece already quoted. Saint-Saëns’s two-piano
version may lack violin and xylophone, but only serves to show us what an imaginative
and finely constructed piece this is.

of the errors, the nonsense and the silly sayings of all kinds that multiply themselves in
Wagnerian criticism.’ At a time when French Wagneromania was at its height, this was
nothing less than treason.
When Saint-Saëns was not being criticized for the emptiness of his music, he was reviled
for the grumpiness of his pronouncements. No doubt he would retort that he had a lot to
be grumpy about, and increasingly so as music departed from the tonal world to which
he always remained true: reviewing one of Milhaud’s earliest polytonal works, he wrote
‘Happily, there are still mental institutions in France’. Milhaud framed the review and
stuck it on his studio wall. But Saint-Saëns also had his unstuffy moments. In Moscow in
1875, he struck up a friendship with Tchaikovsky, the height of which perhaps was
reached when, on the stage of the Conservatory, they danced a little ballet of their own
invention,
, with the 35-year-old Tchaikovsky playing Pygmalion
and the 40-year-old Saint-Saëns appearing as Galatea. Then, at the very end of his life,
Saint-Saëns coached the young, and glamorous, pianist Jeanne-Marie Darré in his five
concertos and, after one fine performance, actually embraced her onstage. This, around
1920, was considered very bold, but no doubt being a Grand-Croix de la Légion
d’honneur helped him get away with it.

He obviously liked the freedom implicit in the title
: and it’s worth noticing that
this superb pianist never wrote a Piano Sonata. Perhaps the many fugal passages in his

One particular recipient of his grumpiness was Debussy. Saint-Saëns moved from
complaining, as the member of a jury considering Debussy’s early orchestral piece
, that ‘one does not write for orchestra in F sharp major, with six sharps’, to
asserting that the
‘contains not a note of music in the
true sense of the word’, to telling a friend in 1902 (with his eternal lisp) that ‘I’m thtaying
in Parith to thay nathty thingth about
’, to finally, in 1915, writing in a rage to
Fauré after perusing the two-piano work he referred to as ‘
’: ‘it’s
unbelievable, and it’s imperative that the door of the Institut be closed against a man
capable of such atrocities; it’s on the same level as Cubist paintings.’ Debussy, for his part,
was surprisingly measured in his opinions. Reviewing the opera
, all he could
accuse the composer of was lacking ‘that grandiloquence inside bad taste characteristic
of the genius of Meyerbeer. [Saint-Saëns] is more of a musician than a man of the theatre,’
and his sharpest hit came in a review of a performance of the
, of which
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Over the question of his ‘seriousness’, Saint-Saëns was sometimes his worst enemy, as by
writing works such as the
. Should a ‘serious’ composer dare to
bring out something so entirely frivolous and delightful? Happily, these days we're no
longer so concerned to be moral guardians. In any case, the work has an eminently
respectable history. It was written in 1886 for the second marriage of Caroline MontignyRémaury, a pianist who was the sister-in-law of the Paris Conservatoire's then director,
Ambroise Thomas, and who had studied with Liszt. In 1881 Fauré had dedicated to her
his
, and in 1912, the year before her death, Saint-Saëns dedicated to her
his taxing
after she damaged her right and could no longer use it.
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he wrote ‘M. Saint-Saëns won’t hold it against me if I dare to say that there he gave
promise of being a very great composer.’
Saint-Saëns's music and life both testify that he had a sharp sense of humour. After sitting
in on a concerto rehearsal of Paderewski, who subscribed freely to the old habit of
unsynchronised hands, Saint-Saëns asked the conductor ‘Which one are you following ?’
And in his music there are untold occasions when he gives in to sheer playfulness: the
final ‘Gavotte’ of the Septet for trumpet, piano and strings (a most unusual ensemble, and
not followed up, so far as I know), or the moment in his ballet
when the severe
father, until this point accompanied by equally severe fugal entries, returns from the fair
‘having drink taken’, at which the fugato breaks out into inebriated discords – one of the
most hilarious moments in all classical music.
At other times, this sense of humour takes on a darker tone, as in the sarcasm with which
Dalila berates the stricken Samson in Act III of Saint-Saëns’s opera, taking music from
their earlier love duet and distorting it, thereby reminding us of the truth that love and hate
can be dangerously close to one another. And at the very end of the opera, he judges to
perfection the dose of almost laughable banality that can be allowed to the Philistine
chorus without destroying the opera’s coherence. We may well feel that people capable
of such musical philistinism deserve to have heavy buildings pulled down on top of them.
Saint-Saëns complained regularly that it was
that was staged, year after
year, to the neglect of all his 11 other operas. The trouble was,
is such
a tremendous work. How anyone, having heard even a moderate performance of it, can
think Saint-Saëns’s music was incapable of passion, is beyond me. To take just one
passage, the Act II F minor duet between Dalila and the High Priest – this is full-blooded
Verdian drama that even the great Italian maestro would surely have been proud to have
written.
The answer to the question in my first paragraph is surely that Saint-Saëns mined this
dramatic vein only when it suited him. His favourite pupil, Gabriel Fauré, wrote in his
obituary of his teacher of the ‘serene regions’ his music often inhabited, ‘where violence
6
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and paroxysms are unknown, where gravity, wit, charm and smiling tenderness rule side
by side.’ In this he was echoing his teacher’s own response to the world around him: ‘Are
smiles and graces to be ignored by all?... Happiness is disapproved of in the music of our
time... Long live sadness ! Long live boredom !’ To which I respond, ‘Long live keys, tunes,
clarity and playfulness ! Long live the music of Camille le Grand !’

Probably not many French composers have gone to the lengths of Messiaen who, at the
height of his fame and abilities, dreamt of leaving Paris for the calm of a desert island. But
undoubtedly some of them did nurse a love/hate relationship with the capital, its fevers
and fallings-out (not least that between Saint-Saëns and Massenet). So while the SaintSaëns’s 1866 trip to Brittany was partly to see how his pupil Fauré was getting on as a
church organist in Rennes (not well, as it happened), he was delighted one morning, as
he was climbing into a boat, to hear the ‘thin, rustic sound’ of the captain playing an oboe,
with which he continued to explore various Breton tunes. Having reached the shore of
the gulf of Morbihan, Saint-Saëns promptly penned three
for organ and
dedicated them to Fauré. While the first is simplicity itself, the second turns ‘pomposo’ –
maybe a friendly dig at Fauré who, in Saint-Saëns’s opinion, was always short on
self-promotion; a fugal section leads to the carol ‘Paraissez, monarque aimable’ and from
there to a return of the opening material. The third piece is marked ‘flebile’ - sometimes
translated as ‘feeble’, but here surely taking its meaning from the original Latin ‘flebilis’,
‘melancholy, provoking tears’. Some virtuoso scales may remind us of their sarcastic
presence in
, but all ends peacefully.
For all Saint-Saëns’s veneration of Beethoven, he was quick to appreciate the master's
quirkier, more playful side, as we can hear from his 1874
on the E flat trio to
the minuet in the Piano Sonata op 31 no 3, where he latches on to the material's
antiphonal possibilities, so that we seem to hear a conversation between the two pianos.
All the tricks of the trade are here: after a brief, freewheeling introduction, filling in the
gaps (variations 1 and 2), inversion (3), intertwining (4), trills (5) - after all, this is
NI 5941
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